LIFE AT PURNEA
the latter should drop notices on the natives at Kalimpong so
as to let them see an aeroplane for the first time. The eflects of
the flying visit were much greater than could have been
anticipated for most of the people remained under the impres-
sion that they had seen a god.
We took part in races; we numbered ourselves amongst the
"also ran," and we did it on Bhutiya ponies, who, like Nicholas
Nickleby, are notorious for their straight legs. When off the
race-course they have an ambling pace quite foreign to the
trot as we understand it. You just sit stiU in the saddle and
shiver along, like the monks of medieval England must have
done when they left their abbeys to ride to London.
Apart from our hours of ease and recreation, a peep behind
the official scenes at the bungalow would have revealed much
the same routine work going on every day, for each one of the
expedition had his own special place in the general scheme of
operations.
The team spirit was highly developed; it was inspiring to
note the unison and harmony in which all worked, how
difficulties were moulded into gains, how prejudices were turned
to good account, and the dominant spirit of self-sacrifice and
subordination to the common good. Bennett, our doctor, and
Ellison would be consulting about the food question and
the camp at the aerodrome. At the next table would be sit-
ting Clydesdale and JMcIntyre working out some navigation
problem, with Blacker tearing himself away from preoccupa-
tions over photography to interject fresh suggestions. Mclntyre
was the navigation expert and Clydesdale constituted himself
general critic of all navigational and photographic schemes,
prior to their adoption. Barkas was the filming expert, and
Fraser, an R.A.F. man, superintended the dark-room. Inside
the bungalow, Shepherd would be preparing his next dispatch
for The Times; while Etherton held a palaver with local residents
whose assistance had been invoked upon some vital matter.
Fellowes had his office in his dressing-room, where Gearing
held sway, and from there the former emerged when not at the
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